
2D Action, arcade styled game incorporating stealth themes and creative solutions
1-2 players co-op



Objective Outline
Begin Level

Locate target(s) Isolate target

Terrify

Kill

Avoid Suspicion

Earn score once 
level is complete

Repeat process until all targets are killed or police are called.
The more terrified someone is, the higher the score from the kill.



Other games to take some inspiration from:
Party Hard - Art style, some similar mechanics - stealth, killing and interacting with 
objects.

Hitman - Some similar mechanics - Disguising yourself and stealth

Serial Cleaner - art style, stealth and use of visual ranges of characters.

Spy party - similar mechanics - character mimicking AI when in certain areas.



Moodboard



Moodboard
Blending into surroundings and 

using disguises to perform 
actions and access locations 

incognito.

Example: Hitman

Performing actions and small 
tasks using small prompts to see 

how stealthy it was avoiding 
detection

Example: Spy Party

3/4 camera angle allowing for 
depth to be shown easily within a 
level and more detail. Also allows 

for interesting level design.

Examples: Crystal Kingdom, 
Serial Cleaner and Party Hard

Often a large amount of gore and 
an arcade theme that work well 

together.

Example: Hotline Miami



Im looking at this as the art style is simplistic and works well at at showing 
what it is and also the use of an icon showing the character is alerted which 
would be used within my game to show many other features such as if 
they’re actively searching or are fully terrified and also if they’re a target. 

Showing the action button and what pressing it would currently do which 
may change depending on where the player is such as pressing “Y” in front 
of a closet may prompt them to hide within it. I also feel that showing points 
simply and the kills the player needs though instead of numbers it would be 
a small picture of the target. Also showing a small version of the current 
item they’re holding such as a knife which would allow them to interact with 
objects in different ways.

I think this art style would work well for the game with somewhat over the 
top alerts to quickly inform the player of important information such as using 
a similar “Caught” alert to them so they instantly know they’ve been caught 
in the act and would need to react as quickly as possible to the current 
situation. The larger alert and intensity of it would give the player an 
immediate response to do something.



Core Mechanics
Distractions such as shutting off power from outside causing a group of people or a single person to go 
out and fix it.

Different AI strengths and weaknesses based on tropes I.e Jock is strong and cannot kill in a combat 
scenario meaning the player would need to surprise them or if they are caught, to run. A cheerleader who 
would make stupid decisions as is prominent in the horror movie genre, they may go and investigate 
noises alone but will attract more people if they scream.

The player can use the first moments of the game to set up their kills and scenarios before the begin to 
arouse suspicion such as using the party atmosphere to stealthily cut the telephone wire or hide weapons 
in rooms and such, they could also create escape routes such as opening windows before their first kill.



The player would control two characters at once, switching between the two at will.

The player would play as the killers within the game.

When the level starts, the player would receive small information as to the reason they will be killing those 
characters such as a small amount of backstory so it gives a motive to the character and possibly the 
player.

The player would control two killers and 
they’d be kept track when not controlling 
one by a small icon above their heads.

The player would have a select amount 
of targets to kill within each level with the 
intention of not being caught and 
keeping suspicion low.



Player Mechanics

Walking - The characters would have a natural walking speed of their speed stat.

Sprinting - A character sprinting would attract attention if sprinting around whilst there is no killer around.

Stealthed - If the player is in a shaded area or are hiding their stealth icon would represent that showing 
no one can see them allowing them to move undetected and possibly kill without being seen.



Two characters - the player controls two character, switching between them at will.

Equiping items - By pressing ‘E’ on keyboard or the left face button on a controller, the player can pick up 
an item which if possible would be stored. The player can switch between stored and holding by pressing 

‘1’ or ‘2’ on keyboard or the top face button on controller.

Pressed
(controller)

PressedPressed
(keyboard)



Controls - Keyboard



Controls - Controller



Terrify Meter
There would be an invisible meter that is affected by the players actions. Each of the AI within the level have their own 
terrify meter that increases if they see horrific acts or are scared by the player. This would increase a multiplier that the 

player receives when killing the scared AI. 

The player could terrify the AI by jumping out of hiding places in the “killer’s outfit” which would quickly increase the terrify 
meter. The could mutilate a body which if discovered would terrify whoever finds it. The player could also call the home 

phone and whoever answers could become terrified by the killer mocking them.

Three different stages of AI emotion, calm, unnerved and terrified. These would 
be affected by the player’s actions and how much they terrify the AI. an icon 

above their heads would change as they become more terrified by the actions of 
the player.

x1 x1.5 x2



Suspicion Meter

Increases when caught killing or performing 
suspicious actions. Once full the character 

is caught and the level is failed.



Ways To lower Suspicion

To avoid suspicion from raising too high and 
lowering it. Switching between the two 
characters to ensure one is part of the 

group when a body is discovered would 
lower suspicion for them.



World Mechanics
There could be a thunderstorm on one level which if timed correctly (see a flash 
outside and then kill someone as there is thunder) to hide the kill. 

The party in which the player is killing within could be a fancy dress or halloween 
themed meaning the players could blend in more in their killer’s disguise. 

The party could take place with neighbours so if the player killed constantly 
outside then others could notice and alert the police.

If the police are called and the player hasn’t killed their targets they can still not fail if they have framed someone, it would 

also mean though that the next time they have a target from that level, they will be more alert and cautious.  



AI Mechanics
The AI will have three different modes and logic that they would perform. At the beginning they would be in 
a party mode as no kill has been discovered and this would result in them moving around the party 
interacting with their social groups. 

When a body is discovered they would go into their second mode where they would group up or begin to 
slowly look around. Dependant on their intelligence stat or their surroundings they may begin to 
investigate and look for a killer on their own or try and find a group of people to stick with. 

Investigation mode, where if they hear a loud sound of a scream or heavy thudding, they would then begin 
investigating it whether it is they go on their own or get someone else to do it for them. Typically this would 
be the best time to kill them.

If they’re confronted by the killer in any of these modes they would run or scream to alert others.



Two Phases
Party 

Each stage begins in the party phase 
where players can move around freely 
without raising suspicion by being on 

their own (unless performing 
suspicious actions).

There are benefits to playing stealthy and violently as the player gains less suspicion 
in the “party” phase though AI are easier to terrify in the “turned violent” phase

Turned violent -
The party won’t go to the “turned 
violent” phase until the first body is 
discovered and others are alerted.”. 



Health: How much damage the character can take before they are killed. Can be regained or temporarily buffed by eating 
food.

Speed: How fast the character can move which mainly applies to running away from the player.

Stats, Traits and their meanings:



Will: How quickly their terrify meter will rise. Each character’s terrify meter is set at 0 to begin with. ‘Will’ affects how 
quickly that rises in the event of them witnessing horrifying acts. Can gain a temporary increased will by drinking alcohol.

Strength: How much damage the character can do. This stat is affected by the health of the character. If the character 
has sustained damage they will become weaker and be less effective unless they can find some way to heal themselves. 
For every 10 health the character is missing their strength will be lowered by 5.



Intelligence: Intelligence applies to how the character will think, if a character has a high intelligence they will most likely 
avoid obvious traps and could possibly think to arm themselves. A higher intelligence may also mean that they gain a higher 
suspicion of the player if they are constantly missing during attacks. Will be temporarily dropped by drinking alcohol.
 

Groups: Groups applies to where the characters will most likely spend their time during the party and when investigating 
as they would stick to their social groups.

Abilities: Abilities would show what special skills each character has and is related to the tropes of that character.



Research on stereotypical tropes in horror films.
Stereotyped characters from high 
school and horror films genre:

“Final Girl” - Smart, strong

“Cheerleader” - Loud

“Jock” - Brute, headstrong

“Nerd” - Intelligent

“Goth” - lone wolf

“Comic relief”  - Support

Characters from Scream:

“Final Girl” - Sydney Prescott

“Bad boy” - Billy

“Class clown/comic relief” - Stu

“Ditzy blonde” - Tatum 

“Self Aware”- Randy



Character moodboard

Jock

Cheerleader

Nerd

Goth

Comic Relief



AI character types



Abilities and Tactics:
Abilities:
None

Tactics:
The tactics of the average girl/guy is to begin by mostly being 
regular members of the party, socialising and joining in the 
festivity. 
When the party turns violent the average girl/guy would join 
others in searching for the killer and looking for any kind of 
clue for the identity. They would also however make some 
less intelligent decisions such as going into rooms alone 
though they attempt to stay within some range of another 
character that they may feel safer. If they split up it would 
most likely be into groups of two.

Health: 30
Speed: 15
Will: 10
Strength: 10
Intelligence:10
Groups: Average Girl/Guy, Jock, comic relief, Cheerleader.
Abilities: None

Average Girl/Guy
The most common characters that would be seen at the party 

and are average in every way. They wouldn’t be notably absent 
from the party as there are many more like them there and 
would be the basic character and appear mostly as filler.



Jock 
“Brute strength low intelligence”

Compared to the others has more strength and couldn’t be 
killed in a head to head fight, strategies to kill him may be 

using surprise or a trap. Although he is strong he is typically 
dumb and would make decisions that put himself and others 

in danger.

Health: 40
Speed: 20
Will: 15
Strength: 20
Intelligence: 5
Groups: Jocks, Cheerleaders, Average Male/Female
Avoids: Nerds,Goths, comic reliefs
Abilities: Tackle (15s cooldown)

Abilities and Tactics:
Abilities:
Tackle: This ability allows for the jock to attempt to tackle the 
player or whomever is threatening him. Upon use of this ability the 
jock would gain a temporary speed boost of +5 for 2 seconds and if 
they collide with the player during that time they will then tackle 
them to the ground causing the player to attempt to free 
themselves. If the player is unable to break free they will be caught 
by the jock and restrained. 
If the jock is damaged and has less health they will also suffer a 
penalty to their strength as they get weaker from loss of blood. This 
will make it easier to break out of their tackles and cause them to 
do less damage to the player. 

Tactics:
The jock would be mostly oblivious to their surroundings at the 
beginning of the level as they would be enjoying the current party. 
To tie in with many horror movie tropes the jock would most likely 
stay within a radius of a cheerleader at most of the time which 
could make it difficult to separate them when one is your target. 
When there is notable danger and a kill has been noted, the jock 
would take to investigating on their own or doing their best to 
protect the cheerleader though this may include going into a room 
alone leaving the cheerleader just outside the room.



Tackle Ability
When used the movement speed will temporarily increase. If 
they collide with another character in this time they will tackle 

them to the ground where the character will take damage 
over time and be restrained until they break free by rapidly 

pressing the interact/use button.

Tackle Ability
When used the movement speed will temporarily increase. If 
they collide with another character in this time they will tackle 

them to the ground where the character will take damage 
over time and be restrained until they break free by rapidly 

pressing the interact/use button.



Health: 20
Speed: 15
Will: 5
Strength: 5
Intelligence: 5
Groups: Jocks, Cheerleaders, Average Guys
Abilities: Scream(15s cooldown), Adored.

Cheerleader

“The first of characters to die”
 This character is the easiest to kill compared to other 

characters, the character makes stupid decisions resulting in 
them often being alone and falling for ploys. However they 

will often seek help in investigating noises if others are 
around and scream the loudest, attracting more attention to 

you.

Abilities and Tactics:
Abilities:
Scream: The cheerleader has the ability to scream which would 
instantly alert characters within a 20 unit radius to them. This would 
ensure that the characters move to that location which could be 
used to distract them such as setting a trap for the cheerleader to 
ensure they scream and cause the AI to move to that location 
which can help to single out some people and possibly increase 
fear and the terrify stat for some AI.
Adored: The adored ability allows the cheerleader to possibly lure 
another character somewhere or to ensure they follow them. This 
could help if the killer is a cheerleader to lure another character to a 
trap. This ability only works 1 time on jocks though for every other 
character it can work 3 times.

Tactics: 
The tactics of the AI cheerleader is to stick with a jock if they 
become too terrified and force them to help them. Though 
due to the low intelligence stat the character would most 
likely begin by investigating strange noises and obvious traps 
without much hesitation and would most likely be the first to 
split up.



Scream Ability
When used the scream will attract nearby characters to the 

location of the scream/noise. This could be used to lure 
characters away from the group. If a character is too far 

away for surrounded by noise they may not hear the scream.

Adored Ability
When used, this ability will attract another character causing 

them to follow the use of the ability. This could be used to 
lure targets into traps.



Abilities and Tactics:
Abilities:
Console: The console ability allows for the comic relief to spend 30 
seconds with a single person who is terrified and after those 30 
seconds the other character’s terrify meter would drop to 0 as 
they’ve been consoled by the comic relief and would lower 
suspicion of them through this by 1/5th the current suspicion.

Crack Wise: This ability would be used by the character to lower 
the terrify of everyone within a 10 unit radius by 1/5th of the 
max this ability could be used once every minute and would lower 
suspicion of them through this by 1/5th the current suspicion.

Tactics: 
The tactics the Comic relief is to mostly socialise during the 
beginning stages of the level and would frequently be around 
a kitchen area or sitting down. This can make them 
somewhat of an easy target to frame or to kill if they hide on 
their own. It is smart to kill this target first as the longer they 
are alive they will calm down other party goers and cause the 
player to lose potential points. 
When the party turns violent, the comic relief will attempt to 
stay close to a group though if there is some kind of chase, 
the character will fall behind due to them being the slowest 
which may cause them to become an easy target.

Health: 35
Speed: 5
Will: 25
Strength: 10
Intelligence: 10
Groups: Everyone
Abilities: Console(1min cooldown), Crack Wise (1min cooldown).

Comic relief
“The class clown”

This character would be more of a support to others, making 
them feel less terrified using smart quips for every occasion 
and making terrible puns that somehow land well with the 

other party goers. 



Crack Wise Ability
When used, this ability will create a ring around the character 

as they lower the terrify meter on all characters within that 
space. Once the ability is over the terrified effect would end.

Console Ability
When used, this ability will lower the terrify level of the 

character targeted to 0 making them calm. This ability would 
take 30 seconds to complete.



Abilities and Tactics:
Abilities:
Fix: Fix allows the nerd to spend 30 seconds and provided they are 
carrying a tool to fix a broken item such as a broken; bat, phone, 
lock and makeshift weapon.
Break: Break allows the nerd to break apart and dismantle objects 
and items to build things will. This ability can also be used to 
break/disassemble traps.
Assemble: Assemble allows the nerd to create makeshift weapons 
that may do more damage or have a further reach. They could also 
create traps for the killer or others.

Tactics:
The nerd tactic at the beginning of the level wouldn’t be to 
really socialise if there are no other nerds there. This will 
mean that if they are alone they will most likely be more 
perceptive to the player’s actions such as cutting the landline 
connection or if they are setting some kind of trap. 
When the party turns violent the nerd will become more 
suspicious of others and can be a cause of suspicion to rise 
quickly. 

Health: 20
Speed: 15
Will: 10
Strength: 5
Intelligence: 20
Groups: Nerds, comic relief.
Abilities: Fix (30s cooldown), Break (30s cooldown), 

   Assemble (30s cooldown)

Nerd
“No one was sure why the nerd was invited to the party but he 

is here anyway”
This character is quite smart and can be a good help in spotting 

traps or fixing broken items or even assembling makeshift 
weaponry. Due to their standing in the social hierarchy it would 
often be likely for them to be left out and make them an easy 

target for the killer as the will be alone.



Fix/Assemble Ability
This ability would appear the same though have different 
effects, fixing broken items such as the phone or putting 

together two such as a bat and a knife to make a long reach 
weapon.

Break Ability
When used, This ability will allow the character to break an 

object or trap which if seen doing may increase or lower 
suspicion dependant on what they’re doing.



Abilities and Tactics:

Abilities:
Sulk: When the character uses this ability, it create a radius around 
the character that other AI will purposefully avoid which would lead 
to characters leaving rooms and going out of their way not to be 
alone with this character. (players could use this ability to get 
characters to go into rooms alone where their other controlled killer 
is hiding to attack.)
Insult: The character can throw insults to the temporarily stun the 
killer or other characters by yelling at them. The target is stunned 
for 2 seconds until they recover. This can be effective in the 
character running away from the killer or the killer using it to stop 
someone from running.

Tactics:
When the game starts the Goth wil be alone or staying to 
themselves within the party, they typically make others 
uncomfortable and cause others to avoid them from their 
demeanor. When the party turns violent the character would 
be the least phased by the violent actions which mean 
they’re the hardest to terrify though they are still often on 
their own not making the smartest of decisions though may 
still arm themselves.

Health: 20
Speed: 15
Will: 30
Strength: 10
Intelligence: 10
Groups: None
Abilities: Sulk (30s cooldown), Insult (30s cooldown)

Goth
“The life of the party”

This character is actively avoided by other characters and can 
cause some characters to leave a room. This can be beneficial 
to the killer or detrimental if they set up a perfect trap and then 

the goth causes them to leave the area unintentionally. 



Sulk Ability
When used the sulk ability will force other characters to 
avoid a space around the user. This could be used to 

push AI out of rooms and into others that could be 
useful for the player to use when setting a trap.

Insult Ability
When used the insult ability will temporarily stun other 
characters which makes it useful against the killer as it 
gives the target 2 seconds to run whilst the receiver of 
the insult is stunned. It could also be used by the killers 
to stun a target for a moment helping them to kill them.



1 - 
Tutorial

2 - small 
party

3 - 
medium 
party

4 - 
Halloween 
party

5 - Victory 
Party 
(sports)

6 - 
Homecoming 
party

Jocks 0 0 1 2 3 2

Cheerleaders 1 1 2 2 3 3

Comic Reliefs 0 0 0 1 1 2

Nerds 0 0 1 1 0 2

Goths 0 1 1 2 0 2

Average 
Girls/Guys

3 3 4 4 5 6

Amount in 
each 
level/map



Pickups and interactable items

Cell Phone  
If the player is holding a Cell Phone they 

could use the action button to call the 
house phone. This would attract people 
to that location and cause terror in who 

ever answers.

Hunting Knife 
Whilst attacking with the knife the 
character can deal an extra 5 damage 
on an attack against another character. 
This weapon doesn’t need to be held in 
the main hand at all times and can be 
stored.

Killer’s Outfit 
The player can choose to change into 
this outfit but will leave their current 

outfit in the location they change, similar 
to Hitman. When wearing the outfit other 
characters will increase in terror when in 

direct eyeline with the player.



Pizza
This able to be picked up from a 
pizza box and when consumed 
would regain 10 health if missing 
some or give a a temporary boost 
of 10 for a minute if they’re full.
  

Beer
Gives a temporary boost in 
willpower of 10 for 2 minutes 
however will lower intelligence by 
half of their current for 30 seconds.
  

Tools
Tools can be picked up and used 
to create or dismantle traps. The 
tools could also be destroyed to 
pickup a screwdriver.



Machete
Whilst a character is holding the 
machete in their main hand they 
can attack with it. Attacking with 
the machete gives the player a 
+15 damage to their attacks. 
However the machete can only be 
held in their main hand and cant 
be stored. 

  

Bat
This gives the character wielding it 
a +10 to damage when attacking. 
This item cannot be stored and 
requires to be held in their main 
hand.

  

Screwdriver
The screwdriver could be used as 
a weapon to deal an extra 5 
damage on an attack however 
would be destroyed in the 
process. This weapon can be 
stored and is not required to be 
held in the main hand at all times.
  



Jock Clothes
When worn will disguise the player 
as a Jock which will lower 
suspicion from the player and 
increase it on them if caught or 
seen doing something suspicious.

  

Cheerleader Clothes
When worn will disguise the player 
as a Cheerleader which will lower 
suspicion from the player and 
increase it on them if caught or 
seen doing something suspicious.

  

Comic Relief Clothes
When worn will disguise the player 
as a Comic Relief which will lower 
suspicion from the player and 
increase it on them if caught or 
seen doing something suspicious.

  



Nerd Clothes
When worn will disguise the player 
as a Nerd which will lower 
suspicion from the player and 
increase it on them if caught or 
seen doing something suspicious.

  

Goth Clothes
When worn will disguise the player 
as a Goth which will lower 
suspicion from the player and 
increase it on them if caught or 
seen doing something suspicious.

  



HUD Design

When the player presses the show HUD button the full HUD would 
appear on the screen and slowly fade so it is less cluttered making it 

easier for the player to see the important information.



Shows the player the targets they need to kill. In the 
bottom corner so it is easy to look at quickly and doesn’t 

block the main area the player needs to focus on

Shows what action 
the player can do 

with the current item 
in their main hand 

(phone)

Shows the icon of 
the character the 

player has chosen 
and their current 

state.

Suspicion bar 
located at the top 
beside the other 

important 
information.

Shows who the player is currently playing as 
and what button they need to press to switch

Shows who the player is currently holding 
and what button they need to press to switch



Taking Damage

As the player takes damage, it would be displayed in the icon for their 
character instead of a health number to make it more visually appealing 

for the player.



One box is 1 unit making most characters 1x3 
units. An attack reaches 2 units in front of the 

player and up to their height.

Scale and units



UI - Design

Main Menu

Takes the player to 
a level selection 

screen followed by a 
character selection 

screen.

Goes to a options 
screen where the 
player can change 
settings and check 

controls for 
controller or PC.

Takes the player to 
a menu where they 
can see advice and 

how objects and 
interactions work.

Quits the game



Options Screen

Changes the volume 
of music that is 

played during each 
stage and in menus.

Changes the volume of 
sound effects the player 

will hear such as 
bludgeoning or slicing 

sounds.

Changes the volume of the 
ambience noises such as 

rainfall or wildlife.

The player can choose the 
different menus within the 

options system or set them 
all to default which would 

prompt them asking if 
they’re sure before setting 
them to avoid accidents.

The player can decide if 
they want to include 

subtitles for tips or any 
time a character speaks. 

They can also set the 
language they see and the 

size of the text

Players can easily return to 
the menu though if pressed 

and changes have been 
made they will be 

prompted to save the 
changes or continue 
without saving them.



Pause Menu

Resumes the game 
and unpauses the 

screen.

Goes to a options 
screen where the 
player can change 
settings and check 

controls for 
controller or PC.

The level is reset 
and the player can 

change their 
characters

Quits the game

Restarts the level 
and resets score

Takes the player 
back to the main 

menu



Death Screen Loss Screen

Restarts the level 
with the same 

characters selected

Takes the player 
back to the main 

menu

Quits the game



Score Screen

Points displayed in a 
column with the total 

added together 

Points awarded for 
killing all the targets

Total awarded points 
for that level

Points given for the 
player having low 

suspicion

Points given for 
gruesome kills or 

using traps

Points given for how 
quickly the player 

completed the level

Points given for 
multiple kills in quick 

succession

Takes the player 
back to the main 

menu



First Level Layout

Areas in grey are 
darker and will 

ensure the player is 
not visible unless an 
AI is close to them.

Green boxes show 
areas the player 
could hide or 
dispose of evidence. 
They would be a 
hamper, a closet or 
a large bin though 
all have the same 
interactions.

Lights and power 
can be turned on 
and off causing 

darkness throughout 
the level.

Doors and windows 
can be opened and 
closed manually so 

the player could 
hide something.



Items and objects 
placed around the 
level for the player 
to interact with and 
use. As this is the 
tutorial level there 
are simple items to 
teach the player the 

basics.

The items are in 
relation to the rooms 

they’re in to make 
the game have 

some realism to it.

As the player 
changes clothes in a 

similar way to 
hitman, the player’s 
original clothing is 

stored near the 
bushes.



The AI would react 
the player calling the 

phone and move 
towards it.

Over time the AI 
would move around 
the level with their 
own goals such as 

getting food or using 
the bathroom.

Using the shadows 
would help the 

player to get into 
locations undetected 

and scare the AI



The AI would react 
the player calling the 

phone and move 
towards it.

Over time the AI 
would move around 
the level with their 
own goals such as 

getting food or using 
the bathroom.

Using the shadows 
would help the 

player to get into 
locations undetected 

and scare the AI



Fifth Level Layout

The design was based around the 
first floor layout of a fraternity house. 
I had decided to exclude a second 
floor and include a larger outside 

portion to this level giving the player 
more opportunities for unique kills 
and making it a harder level with it 
being larger whilst giving the player 

more options.



I placed the objects in relation to 
which room and location they’d most 
likely be in. Such as the food in the 
kitchen along with a knife used for 
cooking. Clothes in the bedrooms 

along with a bat linked with the sports 
theme of the level.



This being the second to last level, it 
is supposed to be difficult. It is a 

larger map in comparison to the first 
and would fit the theme of a victory 

party that is held at a fraternity 
house. Although the background is 
plain, when played it would have a 
non interactive background which 

features furniture and such to make 
the level seem whole, similar to the 

style in “Party hard”.


